New Care Recommendations for Offering Health Care Services to Cancer Patients
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Dear Editor,

Cancer is one of the most prevalent diseases in developed and under-developed countries (1). It is a major public health problem and is the 3rd leading cause of death in Iran (2, 3). The possibility of being life threatening is the main concern of patients in the face of a cancer diagnosis. Most of these patients experience a sense of imminent death and being close to death, therefore, nowadays death anxiety is one of the main psychological factors among the patients with cancer. Even in types of cancers, which have an effective treatment, the patients consider a cancer diagnosis to be equivalent to death due to limited information regarding their disease (4). Despite the medical advances, development of cancer treatments, and also an increasing number of cancer survivors, this disorder causes severe affliction and deep fear in the individual. Death anxiety induces significant emotional and behavioral consequences in individuals, especially those diagnosed with cancer (5, 6). This reveals the required attention and designing a comprehensive care plan to lower death anxiety in these patients. Therefore, the purpose of writing this letter is offering new care recommendations for health care services of these patients, especially in order to pay attention to improving their mental health.

The patients may have various defense mechanisms regarding their disease progression; considering the theory by Kubler-Ross, the patients who have terminal diseases experience grief step by step. According to Kubler-Ross, individuals turn to defensive mechanisms in the face of their imminent death. There are 5 defensive mechanisms against death: denial and isolation, anger, bargaining, depression, and eventually acceptance. At the acceptance stage, a patient experiences a mental death and finds that death is inevitable. While a person is recently diagnosed, this disease may be at the stage of denial, anger, or depression. These considerations emphasize the necessity of supplying a suitable and physical environment for hospitalized patients. In other words, cancer patients need a skilled, specialized, and low-cost care at various health centers. The care departments of a cancer hospital include wards, ICU, and motion therapy. There has always been the issue of designing single-bed, double-bed, and multi-bed rooms in hospitals. Certainly, in a cancer treatment center, the best situation is to design single-bed rooms for the patients and their companions. Private treatment rooms were preferred by 50% of the survey participants, while 28% always chose a shared space, and 22% were flexible (7). However, in our country, it seems that there is not a big enough budget, no physical location, and no necessary facilities to provide single-bed rooms for each patient. Therefore, at first, it is better to classify patients according to their disease progression as well as Kubler-Ross grief stages, then assign them to multi-bed rooms.

If this offer is implemented, patients who are in the early stage of their disease are less psychologically affected by end stage patients. In addition to the above suggestions, we recommend the presence of an experienced clinical psychologist in the oncology and radiotherapy departments of health centers. In addition to the psychological support of patients and their relatives, clinical psychologists can play an effective role in choosing the color of rooms, hospital complex, as well as the layout of the rooms. They can also improve the mental health of patients by teaching them to deal with death, anxiety, and death consciousness. Therefore, they can better provide mental health services to terminally ill cancer patients and provide them with the appropriate counseling methods to
lower death anxiety and achieve a higher quality of life. The above suggestions may be helpful in reducing death anxiety and improving the physical condition of these patients.
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